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We have chosen P systems – an abstraction of the structure and 

functioning of living cells – as a high-level formal framework for the 

specification and simulation of cellular systems, because they 

constitute a middle ground between a purely denotational (ODEs) and 

operational ({Brane,π,κ} -calculus) semantics, and there is a natural 

mapping between P system components and biological entities:

InfoBiotics proposes that synergy between formal informatics 

methods, data mining and biochemical insights is a pre-

requisite for a more principled practice of ALife research in 

general and synthetic biology in particular.

From observation to design through in silico hypothesis testing

We will develop our approach by modelling well-defined 

biological systems of real-world interest, and accurately 

simulate their behaviour, to understand how they are 

engineered. Whereas modelling is the end goal of systems 

biology, we aim to modularise and recombine our models for 

the definition, design, prediction and testing of synthetic cells.

Summary

• The knowledge generated using P systems models will 

allow us to concentrate on the intentional design of cellular 

systems exhibiting a desired behaviour. 

• A designed cellular system can be tested via artificial life 

based on P systems and, once its functionality has been 

analysed and mathematical properties formally uncovered, 

implemented in vitro.

We propose to stick to the bottom-up approach traditional in 

ALife research by extending current research practice with an 

unconventional formal computational approach that captures 

the inherent stochasticity and discrete character of cellular 

systems. 

Process algebra1, Petri Nets2 and P systems3 have had 

considerable success in modelling for systems biology, which 

suggests they might also have potential for design and testing 

in synthetic biology.
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Biological entity P system specification
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Modelling quorum sensing with P systems

P systems have been shown to be capable of simulating the 

emergent behaviour of bacterial colonies by modelling 

quorum sensing (QS) systems4. QS is a cell density 

dependent gene regulation system that allows a population of 

bacterial cells to coordinate their actions. Examples include 

pathogenicity switching in Pseudomonas aeruginosa and the 

production of light in sea squid by Vibrio fischeri:

Formal informatics and machine learning for more principled 

systems and synthetic biology
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Single cell. As OHHL is taken up, gene expression switches on.
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As OHHL increases the population is quorated.

QS system in V fischeri,

specified in Cell Designer.
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